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What are particles, what are they 
good for, and how do we make them?
• A little light vector 

math 

• Particles in motion 

• Forces 

• Steering 

• Steering with music 
and emotion 

• Particle trails



Cartesian coordinates



Polar coordinates



Cartesian         Polar



Polar



Polar



 var theta = 1.9*Math.pow(i, .4);
 var radius = 14.5 * Math.pow(i, .4) 
               * (1 + .15 * Math.sin(16 * theta));



Moving



Moving



Moving

position2 = velocity * time + position1

As time gets smaller, the motion becomes continuous



Moving

force = gravity + steering + drag + …. 
acceleration = force/mass 

velocity += acceleration*time 
position += velocity*time



Everything is relative: steering!



Braitenberg Vehicles

• A thought experiment 

•  “Vehicles: Experiments in 
synthetic psychology” 
Valentino Braitenberg, 1984
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Braitenberg Vehicles

Vehicle 1 
“Approach”

Vehicle 2a 
“Fear”

Vehicle 2b 
“Aggression”



Braitenberg Vehicles
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Braitenberg Vehicles



Steering



“Good Steering” 
aretes kybernetes!



Boids 

• Actual running code! 

•  “Flocks, herds and schools: A 
distributed behavioral model” 
Craig Reynolds, 1987 (three 
years after Braitenberg)



Boids 



Boids 



Boids 



Boids 

Everything is relative, and everything is local 



Boids 



Advanced Steering 



Advanced Steering 

http://gameai.com/wiki/index.php?title=The_Sims

http://gameai.com/wiki/index.php?title=The_Sims


Advanced Steering 

Needs-Based AI, Robert Zubek

score = ∑ all needs (A need (current value need) - A need 
(future value need))

score = ∑ all needs A need (future value need)

future value need = current value need + advertised delta need 
score = ∑ all needs (future value need)
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How do you apply these forces?



Advanced Steering 



Advanced Steering 

How do you apply these forces?



What else can we use as input  
for steering particles?

Shadow



What else can we use as input  
for steering particles?

Depth camera





What else can we use as input  
for steering particles?

Skeleton and hand tracking



What else can we use as input  
for steering particles?

Emotion and story



What else can we use as input  
for steering particles?

Music, dance



Demos


